
What is RGB?

The abbreviation RGB stands for red, green, and blue -

the three primary colours in the RGB colour model. 

Basically, RGB light consists of red, green, and blue light.

Using these three colours, all other colours can be

generated by additive mixture: 
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White light is generated by additive mixture 
of the three primary colours.

Today LEDs with red, green, and blue LED chips integrated

into a single housing are predominantly used.

The photos on the left

show the same LED

with the red, green and

blue channel being

activated one at a time.

The bright spot indicates

the different position of

the light-emitting LED

chip.

Alternatively, mixed RGB light can be generated using

three individual LEDs with the respective colour.
TMOur LED Tube  is ideally suited for this purpose. 

Two-colour light mixture

16 million colours can be generated using the RGB

technique. This is particularly advantageous for dynamic

colour mixing as the RGB technique allows the most

beautiful play of colours to be achieved.

There are, however, a number of applications which do not 

require the light to change dynamically but to shine perma-

nently in a particular colour that needs to be mixed from

RGB, for example the corporate colour of a company.

Such special colours can only be generated by mixing the

light of two differently coloured LEDs:
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Blue  and green produce cyan

Red  blue and produce magenta

The combination of white and coloured LEDs produces soft

pastel light:

White and  blue

White and  green

White and  red

White and  yellow

White and  amber

Pastel light tinted
in the respective
colour

The combination of different LED light colours described
TMabove can be achieved with our LED Tube  which has

been successfully used in illuminated advertising applications

for many years. To achieve the desired light mixture, the

LED Tube is equipped with special LED circuit boards

featuring two SMD LEDs. 

Generating the “right” colour as desired by the customer is

not as easy as it sounds since the result is influenced by a

number of  factors. 

Through the implementation of many applications involving

light mixture we have acquired a wealth of experience which

we are happy to share and extend in close co-operation with 

our customers. Please do not hesitate to contact us.


